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Examples of the emerging Earth-friendly worldview are presented restoring this communion to ultimately resolve the ecological crisis. Integral intuition involves accessing several interconnected dimensions existing as an integral whole. Earth is a living organism, Gaia, having physical, psychic and spiritual aspects. Humanity in its dominant practices and beliefs has lost the conscious intuitive connection and communion with the interdependent Gaian web of life, in which we are immersed. Global warming is also the result of this crisis of consciousness. Taking this into account, two linguists explore the idea of “clairparlance,” intuitively inspired communication that transcends the usual subject/object dichotomy and rules of reference. They highlight examples of this “clear speaking” by sages, spiritual masters and agents of social change, with an ear to the key elements of their capacity to shift consciousness toward a wider field of human possibilities. Applications for personal development are outlined, strategies for reconnecting with the living logos that animates the world and the word.

In this dialogically constructed article a contemporary shaman and the role of altruism in intuitive empathy and the value of motivated assistance for a stranger in distress. Subsequent experiments explored unconscious communication. Using the sound of a person’s voice, listeners have daydreams that reveal information about the person speaking. Imagining making mental contact or a heart connection with another person initiated the receipt of intuitive information. The role of altruism in intuitive empathy and the value of motivated research participants are discussed.

In the face of widespread alienation, despair and crisis on every front of society and the planet, how can any individual help to initiate the shifts in consciousness necessary for the continuation of life as we know and cherish it? What is the role of intuition – epitomized in the time-tested techniques of shamanism – in effecting this shift? In this integrally constructed article a contemporary shaman and a cognitive linguist outline what has been “lost” in the transition to modernity. They explore the obstacles to coming out as an intuitive in a world dominated by the cult of rationalism and the systematic denigration of indigenous and other ways of knowing. Practical exercises and strategies for restoring balance and recovering a robust reasoning that is not divorced from intuitive states of consciousness are discussed. The author explores the intuitive information acquisition process through his experiments with dreams and unconscious communication between people. His personal research recalls the archetypal shamanic healing crisis followed by receiving gifts to share with others. Dream experiments discussed include replicating dream temple healings attributed to the Greek god, Asclepius, people obtaining guidance from dreams, and group dreaming, where strangers dream assistance for a stranger in distress. Subsequent experiments explored unconscious communication. Using the sound of a person’s voice, listeners have daydreams that reveal information about the person speaking. Imagining making mental contact or a heart connection with another person initiated the receipt of intuitive information. The role of altruism in intuitive empathy and the value of motivated research participants are discussed.

In the face of widespread alienation, despair and crisis on every front of society and the planet, how can any individual help to initiate the shifts in consciousness necessary for the continuation of life as we know and cherish it? What is the role of intuition – epitomized in the time-tested techniques of shamanism – in effecting this shift? In this integrally constructed article a contemporary shaman and a cognitive linguist outline what has been “lost” in the transition to modernity. They explore the obstacles to coming out as an intuitive in a world dominated by the cult of rationalism and the systematic denigration of indigenous and other ways of knowing. Practical exercises and strategies for restoring balance and recovering a robust reasoning that is not divorced from intuitive states of consciousness are discussed.

Language is a privileged vehicle for the exploration of consciousness issues, for with our words, in large measure, we create the world we live in. With the rituals and scripts of everyday conversation, we enact the trance of reality as we know it, and inadvertently obscure a deeper well of meaning from which humanity has drawn sustenance through the ages. In this article, two linguists explore the idea of “clairparlance,” intuitively inspired communication that transcends the usual subject/object dichotomy and rules of reference. They highlight examples of this “clear speaking” by sages, spiritual masters and agents of social change, with an ear to the key elements of their capacity to shift consciousness toward a wider field of human possibilities. Applications for personal development are outlined, strategies for reconnecting with the living logos that animates the world and the word.

The brain’s ventricular system nourishes and protects the central nervous system. Mystics believe the “True Heart” of each individual can only be approached through the Third Ventricle that serves as a gateway to hidden, invisible realms beyond our physical world. Eastern and Western scientists report that the Third Ventricle is strategically located in the exact center of the brain, beneath the Crown chakra and behind the Third Eye. As Cerebrospinal Fluid flows over the brain, a field effect is created that influences how the nervous system speaks to itself, thereby raising the possibility that the Third Ventricle and “True Heart” of the mystics mediate an as yet unrecognized role in intuition, healing, meditation, and other non-ordinary phenomena.


The author explores the intuitive information acquisition process through his experiments with dreams and unconscious communication between people. His personal research recalls the archetypal shamanic healing crisis followed by receiving gifts to share with others. Dream experiments discussed include replicating dream temple healings attributed to the Greek god, Asclepius, people obtaining guidance from dreams, and group dreaming, where strangers dream assistance for a stranger in distress. Subsequent experiments explored unconscious communication. Using the sound of a person’s voice, listeners have daydreams that reveal information about the person speaking. Imagining making mental contact or a heart connection with another person initiated the receipt of intuitive information. The role of altruism in intuitive empathy and the value of motivated research participants are discussed.


The brain’s ventricular system nourishes and protects the central nervous system. Mystics believe the “True Heart” of each individual can only be approached through the Third Ventricle that serves as a gateway to hidden, invisible realms beyond our physical world. Eastern and Western scientists report that the Third Ventricle is strategically located in the exact center of the brain, beneath the Crown chakra and behind the Third Eye. As Cerebrospinal Fluid flows over the brain, a field effect is created that influences how the nervous system speaks to itself, thereby raising the possibility that the Third Ventricle and “True Heart” of the mystics mediate an as yet unrecognized role in intuition, healing, meditation, and other non-ordinary phenomena.


The author explores the intuitive information acquisition process through his experiments with dreams and unconscious communication between people. His personal research recalls the archetypal shamanic healing crisis followed by receiving gifts to share with others. Dream experiments discussed include replicating dream temple healings attributed to the Greek god, Asclepius, people obtaining guidance from dreams, and group dreaming, where strangers dream assistance for a stranger in distress. Subsequent experiments explored unconscious communication. Using the sound of a person’s voice, listeners have daydreams that reveal information about the person speaking. Imagining making mental contact or a heart connection with another person initiated the receipt of intuitive information. The role of altruism in intuitive empathy and the value of motivated research participants are discussed.

Arupa Tesolin explores how intuition positively contributes to a modern ecology of society, learning, business and the environment. The implications of introducing measured changes that foster a growing understanding of intuition’s support role and causal linkages can trigger a re-orientation of global values. By collectively advancing intuition, we can create a more enlightened future for this generation and the next. Wise commitments of time, energy, research and funding in understanding the value of intuition can yield results that far outweigh the investment. Broad communication about the impact of intuition in the context of today’s changes and challenges can create a progressive influence on human evolution and capability as well as improve the design of economies, societies and meaningful global cooperation.


Language is a privileged vehicle for the exploration of consciousness issues, for with our words, in large measure, we create the world we live in. With the rituals and scripts of everyday conversation, we enact the trance of reality as we know it, and inadvertently obscure a deeper well of meaning from which humanity has drawn sustenance through the ages. In this article, two linguists explore the idea of “clairparlance,” intuitively inspired communication that transcends the usual subject/object dichotomy and rules of reference. They highlight examples of this “clear speaking” by sages, spiritual masters and agents of social change, with an ear to the key elements of their capacity to shift consciousness toward a wider field of human possibilities. Applications for personal development are outlined, strategies for reconnecting with the living logos that animates the world and the word.


In the face of widespread alienation, despair and crisis on every front of society and the planet, how can any individual help to initiate the shifts in consciousness necessary for the continuation of life as we know and cherish it? What is the role of intuition – epitomized in the time-tested techniques of shamanism – in effecting this shift? In this integrally constructed article a contemporary shaman and a cognitive linguist outline what has been “lost” in the transition to modernity. They explore the obstacles to coming out as an intuitive in a world dominated by the cult of rationalism and the systematic denigration of indigenous and other ways of knowing. Practical exercises and strategies for restoring balance and recovering a robust reasoning that is not divorced from intuitive states of consciousness are discussed.
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